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Works on soap f ilms



My interest in physics goes back a long time. Both my parents had  jobs in science, so I guess I was born for it. When I was a kid, I was always reading 
scientif ic magazines for children. All through high school, I had both a scientif ic and literary mind, and at one point, I had to make a choice. I chose science 
because it was what I had always wanted to do, and I knew that I would thrive in it.



Like a lot of scientists, I’m a great fan of the f irst Star Wars movies, but I hate the new ones ( they really suck ). I guess I belong to the geek / scientist 
universe and its cultural references. I think when you start studying science, the interest for science-f iction comes naturally. It’s not an established rule, 
but it’s a logical extension of the scientists’ fantasies, of how they would like to change the world.



For almost ten years in my life, I’d wanted to study astrophysics. I thought it would be awesome : when you watch the stars, you’re like : “Wow! That’s what I 
want to do!” And then, 2 or 3 years ago, during an internship, I realized I hated astrophysics !



I had already approached the subject of soft matter during another internship where we worked on grains of sand, with tiny molds to control the thickness. It 
was so much fun. And I had to wait till that internship in astrophysics to realize that : “Yeah, sand was way better !”



I belong to the only group in the lab where there is a majority of women. The lab is not a particularly sexist world. And in my team, men behave
 
!



Sometimes, we handle really dangerous products, and people tend to freak 
out when I walk in the hall with my mask on!

In my lab, I always wear a mask when I work with chloroform. It looks kind 
of scary, but it’s not uncomfortable.



In the lab, I like when it’s tidy. I love to put labels on things. It soothes me !



If you want to become a researcher, there are a couple requirements: you can’t be a researcher and not like what you do. If you don’t think it’s fun, don’t 
bother. The most important thing for a researcher is communication: it’s pointless to be a genius if you can’t explain what you do to others.



If you can’t explain your f ield of research to people who are not scientists or who do not work in the same area, how can you be useful? In my opinion, a 
researcher who can’t communicate is not a real researcher. I give lectures in high school, I convey who researchers are… it’s a way to plant little seeds in 
the pupils’ minds, little curiosity seeds that I believe to be very important.



What 
are you 
researching?



Life and death of a soap film. 
That is the subject Lorène 
has been working on.
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1 — What is soap? Soap is 
composed of molecules with a 
hydrophilic head (which likes 
water) and a hydrophobic tail 
(which doesn’t like water).

2 — A soap bubble is a mix of 
soap and water.

3 — In this mix, the soap 
molecules organize themselves 
in order to form the side of the 
bubble.

Soap
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In order to understand the 
evolution of a soap film, Lorène 
makes an experiment and 
plunges a frame in soapy water.

1 — The film hangs on the sides 
of the frame.

2 — Sectional view of the soap 
film: there are fewer soap 
molecules at the top because 
the liquid flows toward the 
bottom of the frame.

3 — Life and death of a soap 
film. The film bursts at its 
thinnest part.

Life and death of 

a soap film

Frame

Soapy water
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The mechanisms 

at work within 

the film
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There are two effects at once:

1 — The molecules on the surface 
of the film tend to go up, where 
there are less of them. This is 
caused by what is known as  the 
“Marangoni effect”.

2 — Certain molecules that were 
not on the surface of the film 
decide to go there. In return, other 
molecules that were on the surface 
go back in the other direction.

3 — In order to understand the 
importance of these two effects, 
Lorène compares different films 
made from different soap mole-
cules.
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44 — She uses certain special 
molecules with two tails, which 
cannot enter the heart of 
the film. This enables her to 
simplify the problem. Although 
it is still pretty tough to 
understand!

Special molecule
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